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The real-life roulette experience can be enjoyed from the comfort of your home! At 32Red, we
feature an assortment of  live roulette tables that get you closer to the action than ever before
when playing online. Engage and build a  rapport with the dealer, put down your chips when ‘Place
your bets’ is called, and watch every bounce of the  ball as you hope it lands in a segment you
backed.
To cater to every player, you also won’t only find  one or two live roulette options at our casino. We
are home to a diverse collection of games covering the  following variations: Standard, London,
French Gold, Double Ball, Speed, Auto, Auto (La Partage), Immersive, and VIP Roulette.
Live Gaming Takes on  a Timeless Classic
Roulette is one of the most legendary casino games around. For hundreds of years, the simple yet
exhilarating  gameplay has delighted players as they wait to see the final resting point of the ball
on the roulette wheel.  Once the game made the jump to the online realm, little changed in terms
of how it functions. The saying,  ‘If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it,’ comes to mind.
This logic has been utilised for live roulette. The standard game  remains exactly the same as
standard online roulette. The only differences you’ll find in terms of gameplay are based on  the
roulette variation you choose. With that said, there are two games at 32Red that provide a fresh,
exciting twist  to the action: Speed Roulette and Double Ball Roulette.  
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